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I.

INT RODUCT ION

One of the virtues which Whitehead claims for his philosophy of
organism is that it provides a conceptual framework for quantum
theory (SMW chapter 8, PR rzr-z and 145).1The theory which
he has in mind is the 'old' quantum theory, consisting of the
hypotheses of Planck (r9or) and of Einstein (rSo5) that electromagnetic energy is emitted and absorbed in quanta, together with
Bohr's model of the atom (tSrg) in which discontinuous transitions
were supposed to occur between discrete electronic orbits. The
philosophy of organism was presented in a preliminary form in the
Lowell Lectures of ry25 (published in the same year as SMW)
and in its most systematic form in the Gifford Lectures of ry27-8
(published as PR in ryzg).It was during the years ry24-28 that
De Broglie, Schrtidinger, Heisenberg, Born, Jordan, Bohr, Dirac,
and others developed the 'new' quantum theory, which was more
systematic than the old, much more successfulin its predictions,
and more revolutionary in its departures from classical physics.
Whitehead never refers to the new quantum theory,2 and it r,vould
be unreasonable to expect that even so imaginative a philosopher
and scientist could have anticipated it except in the most general
terms. Nevertheless, it is important in evaluating the philosophy
of organism to determine how well its physical implications agree
with quantum theory and with contemporary microphysical theory
1 The abbreviations of the titles of Whitehead's works and the editions to
which the page numbers refer are as follows:
Scienee and the Modern World (New York: Macmillan rgz5).
SMW
PR
Process and Reakty (New York: Macmillan r9z9).
AI
Adoentures oJ Ideas (New York: Macmillan 1933).
. Hereafter the qualification 'new' will be omitted.
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in general. To do this is the primary purpose of the present essay.
It will appear that the agreement is only partial and that there are
several crucial discrepancies both in detailed predictions and in
general spirit.
The second purpose of this essayis to suggestthe possibility of a
modified philosophy of organism, which would preserve Whitehead's essential ideas while according with the discoveries of
modern physics. This is a very ambitious programme, and only a
ferv tentative speculatiolls on how one might proceed will be
presented. It is, furthermore, a somewhat hazardous programme'
for one can cite many examples in the history of thought of
philosophical schemes which attempted to conform to current
science but succeededonly in amplifying scientific error. One can
but hope that the comparison of quantum theory with a philosophical system of such great scope as Whitehead's will not only
improve the philosophical system, but will throw light upon some
of the conceptual difficulties in modern physics.
II.

IMP LIC A TION S
OR GA N IS M

OF TH E
FOR

P H ILOS OP H Y

OF

MIC R OP H Y S IC S

In SMW Whitehead criticizes classical physics for supposing that
there exist material entities without any intrinsic mental characteristics, and for supposing that these entities are simply located,
i.e. 'h.erein space and here in time, or here in space-time, in a
perfectly definite sense which does not require for its explanation
any reference to other regions of space-time' (SMW 7z). Both of
these suppositions, he claims, are instances of the 'fallacy of misplaced concreteness',which consists in regarding abstract characteristics of things as their complete and concrete natures. The
philosophy of organism, which is an attempt to avoid misplaced
concreteness,requires a radically different conception of physical
reality from that of classicalmaterialism. In this Section some propositions of 'Whiteheadian physics' (omitting relativity theory)
will be listed, partly on the basis of Whitehead's explicit remarks
and partly by inference. For this purpose, the following theses of
the philosophy of organism are relevant.l
$
1 Except for thesis (5), for which a special reference is given, these theses are
selected from the 'categories of explanation' and 'categoreal obligations' (PR
33-4r) with much condensation, rearrangement, and simplification.
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(t) The ultimate concrete objects in the universel are the'actual
occasions',each of which has proto-mental characteristicsand can
be characterized as a unit of experience. The word 'experience' is
obscure, and various of Whitehead's statements have the effect of
postulating that the word may be applied to entities usually considered to be inorganic, without entirely vitiating its ordinary
intension.
(z) Every actual occasion is distinguishable from every othbr in
virtue of its intrinsic character and not merely because of its
external relations to the rest of the world.
(g) Att actual occasion'prehends' each occasion antecedent to
it, i.e. it recognizes the experience of the antecedent occasionsin
qualitative detail, though with loss of immediacy and shift of
emphasis. It is the relation of prehension which prevents actual
occasionsfrom being simply located (cf. PR zo8).
(a) The temporal duration of an actual occasion is finite, and
even though phasesof the becoming of an occasion can be distinguished, each phase is only derivatively real and is incomplete
without reference to the entire occasion.
(5) Each actual occasionoccupies a definite spatial region and is
indefinitely divisible, but the parts have only derivative reality
relative to the whole occasion (PR +Z+-il.
(6) The total set of prehensions of antecedent occasionsby an
occasion in process of becoming does not suffice to determine that
proeess in all its details. There is, thus, an element of freedom in
the process, negligible in low-order occasions but permitting
radical novelty in those of higher order.
The foregoing fragment of Whitehead's philosophynot only contains implicitly most of his views on ph1'sics,but also contains his
explanation ofthe existence ofthe subject-matter for special sciences
such as physics. Most occasionsare almost entirely constituted by
their prehensions of antecedent occasions,since spontaneity and
originality are usuallf negligible. As a result, the world, or at
least that part of it contained in our 'cosmic epoch', is populated
largely by 'enduring objects'. An enduring object is a temporally
ordered chain of actual occasions,all sharing a common defining
characteristic and sharing it becauseit is the dominant element in
the prehensions of each successive occasion in the chain. Thus the
I The one exception to this statement is the actual entity God, who shares
some but not all of the characteristics of the actual occasions.
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enduring object is, in a sense,self-sustaining.Even in a heterogeneoussocietyof occasionsthere may be characteristicscommon
to all or nearly all members, so that the prehensions of new
occasionswill be virtually uniform in certain respects and the
commoncharacteristics
will tend to persist.Conformity to a basic
law of physics is an outstanding example of a persistent set of
characteristicsin a heterogeneoussociety. Special laws, such as
thoseof biology,may hold in sub-societies
of the vast societygoverned by the basic physical laws. The special laws may not be
derivablefrom the more basic laws, and yet they may presuppose
the order established by the latter. Similarly, the basic laws
governing a heterogeneoussociety determine its tolerance for
various kinds of simple enduring objects, with the result that the
number of speciesof elementaryparticlesmay be small, although
the number of exemplarsof each may be enormous.(Cf. AI 257
and 264,Pft r38-r4o.)
It follows from Whitehead'sview of the nature of physical laws
that they cannot be derived from his philosophicalfirst principles.
In fact, since he supposes that the propagation of dominant
characteristicsin a society is subject to lapses,he infers that the
type of order expressedby physical laws may decay or change.
Nevertheless,Whitehead's philosophical principles do seem to
have at least the following physical consequences,which would
presumablybe valid in any cosmic epoch.
(i) Even though physics abstractsfrom the detailed content of
an actual occasion,it cannot overlook the spatial and temporal
extendednessof occasions.Hence, the most direct microphysical
consequence
of Whitehead'sschemeis atornicity.Thus, the physical
fact that energyis transferred in quanta follows from the supposition that 'physical energy. . . must then be conceived as an
abstractionfrom the complex €rr€rgl, emotional and purposeful,
inherent in the subjectiveform of the final synthesisin which each
occasioncompletesitself.'(AI 4g), in conjunction with the thesis
that the actual occasion is an extended atom of experience.
Furthermore, there must be a temporal atomicity in physical
processes,since the individual actual occasionis not divisible into
concreteevents,one of which is earlier than the other (PR ro7).
Whitehead seemsto believe that from the fundamental atomiciry
of actualoccasionsthere follow other types of physical atomicitye.g. the integral characterof elementaryparticlesand the indivisi-
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bility of electric charge into units smaller than the chargeof the
electron-but he is vagueon this point.l One would also expect
him to claim that the elementaryparticlesof physicsexhibit spatial
extendedness
in spiteoftheir integralcharacter,sinceeachoccasion
constituting a link in the careerof a particle has an internal spatial
structure. Whitehead does not make such a claim explicitly, but
perhaps it is implicit in his discussion of 'vibrarory organic
deformations'of a proton (SMW ry).
(ii) Elernentaryparticlesshouldbecapableof creationand destruction. According to Whitehead an elementaryparticle is an especially simple kind of enduring object, and the continuation of any
enduringobjectdependsupon the degreeto which eachnew occasion in the appropriateneighbourhoodwill re-enactthe experience
of earlier occasions.Since the experienceof a new occasionis
partially colouredby prehensionsof other occasionsthan those
constituting the enduring object, as well as by exercise of its
intrinsic spontaneity,the elementaryparticle will almost certainly
end after a finite number of links. An inverse argument explains
how an elemerrtaryparticle can be initiated.
(iii) A consequence
of atomicity, according to Whitehead, is the
associationof some sort of aibratory motion with all elementary
pmticles.An elementaryparticle is a chain of occasions,all having
nearly the same internal development,so that the particle has a
definite periodic structure with a definite frequency. It is clear,
however,that Whitehead conceivesof wavesas more genericthan
particles,for particlesalwaysexhibit somecharacteristicsof waves
but not conversely.Thus:
the doctrine, here explained,conciliatesNewton's corpuscular
theory of light with the wave theory. For both a corpuscle,and an
advancing element of wave front, are merely a permanent form
propagatedfrom atomic creature to atomic creature.A corpuscle
is in fact an 'endurin$lbbject'.The notion of an 'enduring object,
is, however,capableof more or lesscompleteness
of realization.
Thus, in different stagesof its career,a wave of light may be more
or lesscorpuscular.A train of such wavesat all stagesof its career
involves social order; but in the earlier stagesthis social order
takes the more specialform of loosely relatedstrands of personal
1 He is also careless, for example in saying
that 'Electrons and protons and
phototu are unit charges of electricity' (AI 238, italics not in the original text).
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order. This dominant personal order gradually vanishes as the
time advances.Its defining characteristicsbecome less and less
important, as their various features peter out. The waves then
becomea nexus with important social order, but with no strands
of personalorder. Thus the train of wavesstarts as a corpuscular
society,and ends as a societywhich is not corpuscular.(PR Sg-+)

I

,l

(iv) ls a resalt of thesis (6) strict determinismcannot hold in
physics.However exhaustivelythe antecedentsof a physical event
are specified,the character of the event cannot, in principle, be
predicted with certainty.
systent.
containing
(v) The specificationof the state of a composite
saneral elemmtary particles is equiztalentto the specif.cationof the
statesof the indfuidual particles. This follows from the natural
identification of the state of an elementaryparticle at a given time
as an actual occasion,together with Whitehead'sthesesthat actual
occasionsare pre-eminentlyreal and that all groupingsof occasions
have derivative status.
Severalfurther physical consequencesof Whitehead's philosophy appear plausible, except for doubts regarding the extent to
which physics abstractsfrom concreteness.
(vi) If concretereality is considered,there is clear asymmetry
betweenpast and future, since the occasionsof the past are fully
determinate while those of the future are not. It is reasonable,
consequmtly,to expectthe asymrpetrybetweenthepast and thefuture
to be exhibited in the lauts of microphysics,and not merely in
macroscopiclaws such as those of thermodynamics.
(vii) An occasion prehends, with suitable gradations of relevance, all previous actual occasions.Consequently,the physical
proprties of an elemmtary particle (e.g. its charge or its magneth
mommt) should be slightly modified by the inclusion of the particle
in a highly organizedsocietysuchas an animal body.
(viii) If the occasionsof an enduring object are consideredin
full concreteness,
they will exhibit'aging' from earlierto later parts
of the chain, simply in virtue of the accumulationof prehensions.
Consequmtly, one etepectsa systernaticdeaelopmentof physically
obseruablecharacteristicsof elementaryparticles-perhaps a drift
towards instability, indicative of primitive feelings of satiation, or
perhaps a drift towards greater stability, indicative of the entrenchment of a habit.
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Propositions(i)-(viii) will now be examinedin the light of current
physics.Wheneverpossible,thesepropositionswill be confronted
with direct experimental evidence.In most cases,however, one
can do no rnore than compare them with their counterparts in
quantum theory, so that experimental evidence can be invoked
only to the extentthat quantum theory asa whole is experimentally
confirmed.l
(i) Part of Whitehead's conception of atomicity is in excellent
agreementwith current physics.Specifically,energyis transferred
in quanta, and matter has a granular structure in the small which
preventsindefinite divisibility. There is also evidence,although it
is not decisive,that the integral characterof an elementaryparticle
is compatible with spatial extendednessand internal structure.
Thus, experiments in which protons are scattered by protons
indicate that these particles have a definite charge and current
distribution, even though it is not possible to subdivide their
chargeinto discreteparts.zFurthermore, it is difficult to envisage
how a particle which is localized at a mathematicalpoint could
exhibit spin angularmomentum; but one should be cautiousin
advancing this argument, since in actual calculationstheoretical
physicistsare ableto treat the spin simply as a 'quantum numbern
without anycommitmentsto the extendedness
or non-extendedness
of lhe particles. With regard to temporal atomicity, which is the
most radical of Whitehead's assertionsconcerning atomism, the
r Individual references will not b9 given for each of the propositions of
quantum theory mentioned in the following discussion. Although thege Bropositions are explained in every standard exposition qf quqntum theory, qever4l
bqoks are particularly worth noting for their treatment of topics that are
philosophically significant: D. Bohm, Quantum Theory (New York r95r),
J. von Neumann, Mathema?ical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics (princeton
1955), F.London
and E, Bauer, La Thiorie de I'Observatio4 en Miconique
puantique (Paris 1939), I, A, M, Dirac, The Prineiples of Quqntum Meckanics,
3rd edition (Oxfor{ r947).
e Cf. R. Hofstadter, F. Bumiller, and M. R. Yearian, Reoiews of Modern
Phjtsiqs, vol. 3o (rES8), p, 482, The standard model for interpreting these
experimental results pictures the observed proton as a 'cloud' qf virtual pafiicles,
fluctuating in and out of existence. Although the cloud exhibits a statistically
describable structure, the virtual particles are supposed to be'bare' and perhaps
without $tructure. Cf. E. M. Henley and W. Thirring, Elamentary Suantum
Field Theory (New York r962), pp. 77-78, ztg-23r. This model is so different
from Whitehead's conception of a spatially extended actual occasion that one
must hesitate to say that the scattering experiments really support his coneeption.
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testimony of current physics is unfavourable, but not decisively
so. One of Heisenberg's uncertainty relations is AEA/ - h, i'e'
the uncertainty of the duration of a physical processcan be reduced
only at the price of increasing the uncertainty of the energy of the
system during the process. The limitation which Heisenberg's
relation places upon the sharpness of temporal specification is
reminiscent of Whitehead's proposition, yet it is not the same.
Whitehead is not attributing an indeterminate stretch of time to the
actual occasion, but rather a determinatefinite stretch; he denies
temporal definiteness only to the phases within the occasion, for
'this genetic passagefrom phase to phase is not in physical time'
(PR +l+). Moreover, there is no hint in Whitehead's work that an
occasion of short duration has a less definite energy than one of
longer duration. On the contrary, he saysthat every actual occasion,
when it has completed its process of becoming, is completely
definite with respect to every family of attributes (PR 3B' Category
of Explanation xxv). It should be noted, incidentally, that although
the duration of each actual occasion is indivisible, Whitehead does
not assume a lower limit to the set of all durations (SMW t98).
Nevertheless, his proposal of temporal atomicity wouid be
supported if the postulation by March, Darling, et al' of a minimum length or minimum space-time region proved successful in
removing the troublesome 'divergences' of quantum field theory'l
So far their postulates have not led to outstanding successes'but
in view of the great mathematical difficulties and the large nurnber
of variants to be examined their failure is not decisive.
(ii) The Whiteheadian proposition that elementary particles can
be created and destroyed has been strikingly confirmed by
experiments, with regard to the 'stable' as well as to the 'unstable'
particles. For example, physicists have not only observed ordinary
beta-decay, in which the unstable neutron decaysinto three stable
particles, the proton, the electron, and the anti-neutrino, but they
have also detected inverse beta-decay, in which a proton and an
anti-neutrino are annihilated and a neutron and positron are
1 B. T, Darling, Physical Reaieztt,vol. 8o (r95o), p. 46o, A. March, Quantum
Mechanics of Particles and Waae Fields (New York r95r)' 'Iheir postulates are
motivated by the desire to eliminate the 'divergences' of quantum field theory.
Because of the quantum mechanical proportionality of energy to frequency and
the fact that a minimum length would imply a maximum frequency, their
postulates would cut ofi the high range of frequencies responsible for the
theoretically computed infinite energies.
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created.Thus, the integral characterof elementaryparticlesis not
associatedwith permanence,contrary to Democritean atomism
but in accordancewith Whiteheadianphysics.
(iii) Whitehead's account of the association of waves with
particlesis only superficially in accordwith quantum theory. The
passagefrom pp. 53-4 of PR, quoted in (iii) of the preceding
Section,showsthat he conceivesof a wave front as a set of actual
occasions(a 'nexus') with each occasionoccupying a small region
of the front. The mutual relations among contiguous occasions,
whereby they begin and end in unison, ensurethat all parts of the
wave front are in phasewith each other. Whitehead's picture is
reminiscent of Schrcjdinger'sattempt to interpret the wave function of a particle as a description of an ordinary physical field,
which manifests particle-like properties whenever the region of
high field intensity is very small.This interpretationwasabandoned
becauseSchrcidinger'sown equation for the time dependenceof
the wavefunction implies that in the absenceof confining forcesan
initially concentrated wave packet will disperse.l In order to
account for the experimental fact that particles do not disperse,
Born proposedthat the physical content of the wave function was
to determine the probabilities of experimental outcomes (e.g.,
l*(x,y, z)lzdxdydzis the probability of finding the particle in a
small volume dxdydz). In the Born interpretation, the wave function characterizesthe state of the particle in its entirety and does
not {escribe the physicallyreal parts of a field. There is a sharp
discrepancybetween this point of view, which at present is
acceptedby most physicists,and Whitehead'sattribution of primary reality to the occasionsof a wave front.
Deeper insight into this discrepancycan be achievedby considering the following fundamental principle of quantum theory,
called 'the superpositionprinciple': if ur, r.t2,n3t. .. represent
physically possiblestates,then the combination Xc,z,, where the
c1arcarbitrary complef numbers,representsa superpositionof the
original stateswhich 'overlaps' eachqf them in a certain senseand
which, moreover, is itself a physically possiblestate. The nature
of the 'overlap' is mostly clearly exhibited if there is an observable
r Cf. M. Born, Atomic Physics (Fifth edition, New York r95r), p.93 and
pp. 142-4, for discussion of reasons for abandoning Schrddinger's interpretation in favour of Born's and for a general discussion of attempts to rationalize
wave-particle dualism,
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property A of the system having definite values a, in the states
representedby the ur, such that all the a, aredifferent. If. the ut are
then specifiedas being of a standardlength ('normalized'to r),
then accordingto quantum theory the probability of finding that
A: ai when a measurementof A is performedis lc,lrllr,l,
+ | *l z + . .. . . It must be insistedthat { - }c,uiis a maximum
specification of the system; it is not a statistical description of a
systemwhich really is in a state representedby a definite, but unknown, one of the ut. The superpositionthereforehasthe counterintuitive characteristicof being a statein which the observableI is
objectively indefinite and not merely unknown. It follows that the
uncertainty principle of Heisenberg,which limits the simultaneous
determination of complementaryquantities such as position and
momentum, refers to the objective properties of the particle and
not simply to human knowledgeabout theseproperties.The wave
function *(*,y,r) can now be understood in terms of the superpositionprinciple: roughly, {(x,!,r) representsa superpositionof
statesin eachof which the particle has a position localizedwithin
a small region dxdydz, with the numbers ,!(x,y,z)dxdyd.aserving
as the expansioncoefficientsin the superposition(i.e., they are the
crin }c,u,).It shouldnow be obviousthat the quantummechanical
accountof the wavesassociatedwith particlesis entirelyalien to the
spirit of Whitehead's philosophy. In particular, the postulation of
indefinite valuesof observableqirantities,asrequired by the quantum mechanicalaccount, woul{ be repugnant to Whitehead. He
might admit that indefinitenessis characteristicof the spatial or
temporal parts of actual occasions,but surely not of the complete
occasions,for the twenty-fifth Categoryof Explanation, on p. 38
of.PR, asserts:
The final phase in the processof concrescence,constituting an
actual entity, is one complex, fully determinate feeling. . . .It is
fully determinate (a) as to its genesis, (6) as to its objective
characterfor the transcendentcreativity, and (c) as to its prehension-positive or negative-of every item in its universe.
An important technical disagreementfollows from the fundamental conceptual difference between Whitehead's analysisof waveparticle dualism and that of quantum theory. According to Whitehead, a sharp frequency may be characteristicof a well-localized
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particle, since the periodicity is essentiallydue to the reiteration
of a basic pattern in successiveactual occasions.In quantum
theory, on the other hand, a sharp frequency is characteristicof a
particle which has a definite momentum, and therefore, by the
uncertaintyprinciple, a completelyindefinite position; and conversely, the wave function of a well-localized particle has a very
broad spectrumof frequencies.
A final note on Whitehead'saccountof wavesand particlesis to
point out a striking disconfirmationby experiment. He explicitly
states,in the passagequoted above from p. 53 of PR, that the
corpuscularcharacterof light is graduallylost asthe light is propagated-a reasonableremark given his generalanalysisof particles.
However, the phenomenon which most vividly illustrates the
particle aspect of electromagneticradiation, the photo-electric
effect, is entirely independentof the age of the radiation. In fact,
photo-electric cells are attached to telescopesin order to study
starlight which has travelled for millions of years.
(iv) Quantum theory and Whiteheadianphysics are both indeterministic, but in quite different ways. According to quantum
theory, the state of a physical systemevolvesin a continuous and
fully deterministic manner as long as the system is isolated.
Probability enters only when a measurement is made of an
observablewhich does not have a sharp value in the state of the
systemprior to the measurement.The interruption of the deterministic evolution of the state doesnot contradict the Schriidinger
equation, since a measurementrequires the interaction of the
systemwith anothersystem-a macroscopicpieceof apparatusand
perhaps a conscious observer. According to Whitehead, the
evolution of an isolatedsystem(the conceptof which is an idealization, since an actual occasionprehends all occasionsin its past)
cannotbe entirely deterministic,becauseof the elementof freedom
in eachoccasion.If one attempts to adjudicatebetweenthesetwo
different accounts& indeterminism by consideringthe successof
statistical predictions, one must certainly prefer quantum theory,
for its statistical predictions are remarkably good, while Whitehead's proposalsare too vague to yield any quantitative statistics.
Nevertheless, there may be strong reasons for exploring the
hypothesisthat chanceeventsoccur in isolated systems,since, as
will be discussedin Section IV, the quantum theoretical account
of indeterministic transitions leadsto conceptualdifficulties.
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(v) The Whiteheadian treatment of the state of a composite
systemis at odds with a quantum mechanicalprinciple which has
attracted little attention in spite of its revolutionary philosophical
implications : that a several-particlesystemmay bein a defmitestate,
i.e. may haoeasdefinitepropertiesas quantumtheorypermits,without
the indioidual pmrtchs being in definite states. To illustrate this
principle considertwo systemsI and II and let {'(I) and t'rfi)
representstatesof I in which observableA has values er zrtd dz,
respectively(a, # ar), and /'(II) and r/z(II) representstatesof
II in which observableB hasvalueshandb2 respectively(b' + br).
Let {'(I) 6l ,/'(II) represent that state of the composite system
I plus II in which systemI is describedby /,(I) and systemII by
l'(II) ; and let t',(I) A r/dII) be similar.The superpositionprinciple
can now be invoked to affirm the physical possibility of a remarkable state, namely, the one representedby

J=(d,G)e /,GI))+ + (d.(I)
e %GI).
*:
' \/2"v
Neither I nor II is in a definite state when ry'representsthe state
of I plus II. A rigorous proof will be omitted, but the following
rough argumentindicatesthe essentialreason:if one tries to claim
that I is to someextent describedby $r, and to someextent by $r,
the claim is vague unless the expansioncoefficientsof /' and $"
are specified,but in the abovb expressionfor ry'it is clear that the
expansioncoefficientsrefer to statesof II. One might try to reconcile the existenceof such states of several-particlesystemswith
Whitehead'sconsequence(u) by identifying the state of a severalparticle system with a single actual occasion,and identifying the
individual particles at a given moment with subdivisions of the
occasion.Divisions of an occasioncould be reasonablyexpectedto
lack the specificity implied in sayingthat an entity is in a definite
state, for 'in dividing the region we are ignoring the subjective
unity which is inconsistent with such divisions' (PR 435). This
atterript at reconciliation fails, however, becausequantum mechanics permits the parts of a systemdescribedby { to be indefinitely far apart spatially.l An actual occasionwhich not only is
macroscopicallyextended, but even broken into non-contiguous
parts, is evidently contrary to Whitehead. To be sure,he is reticent
about the exactextent of an occasion,but he seemsto fear that the
1 Cf, D. Bohm and Y. Aharonov, PlrysicalReview, vol. ro8 (rg57), p. ro7o.
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identification of a large scale process as a single occasion will
removethe barriersto Spinozisticmonism (cf. PR ro-rr).
It is appropriate at this point to interpolate a discussion of
another quantum mechanicalprinciple concerningseveral-particle
systems,even though it has no clear counterpartin Whiteheadian
physics: that if a systemcontainsseoeralelementaryparticlesof the
samespecies,thqt must all play the samerole in the systernas a
athole. Consider, for example, a system composed of two pimesons,and suppose{r and $, eachrepresentsa possiblestateof
a single pi-meson. Then the principle forbids the composite
systemto be in the state representedby dt I $r, fot in this state
pi-mesonsI and II have different rolesl but the principle permits
the state representedby

+ \ /i2 G,gB dr(rr)),
c,(rrD
|- (+,crl8
''

\/2

for this stateis 'symmetrized' with respectto the two particles.l
To fit symmetrization into the framework of Whiteheadian
physicsis a delicatematter, sinceit implies a kind of lossof identity
of the individual particles. In particular, the simple model of
particle I as a chain of occasionsOr, Or', O'", . .. and of particle
II as a chain 02, Or', O""r... will not work, becauseindividual
occasionsare alwaysdistinguishablein virtue of intrinsic characteristics (thesis z of Sect. II) and hence the two chains are distinguishable.A possiblereply is that physicsdoesnot treat actual
occasionsin concretoand hence can fail to take cognizanceof the
respectin which the chainsOr, Or', Or", . . . and Oz,02', 02", . . .
are different; but the symmetrization obtained in this manner
would appearto be a coincidencerather than a generallaw.
A more promising explanationis that the chains Or, Or', Or",
. . . and Or, Or', Or", . . . intersect and the occasionswhich are
shared by several chains have a quite different character-the
physical manifestadon of which is symmetrization-from the
characterofthe occasionsprior tothe mergerofthe chainsor after
their separation. This explanation conforms to Whitehead's
r S]'mmetrization is actually a property of states of systems composed of
particles with 'integral spin'. When the paticles have 'half-integer spin', as do
electrons, neutrinos, neutrons, and protons, the state of the composite system
However, the difference between symmetrization
must be 'anti-symmetrized',
and anti-s1.mmett'tzation is irrelevant for the present pufpose, which is to insist
upon the identity of roles of all particles of the same species.
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generalview that the corpuscularnature of a variety of occasions
is highly special and easily dissipated.However, the explanation
encountersthe same difficulty that was noticed in the preceding
paragraph. Composite systemscontaining particles of the same
speciescan have indefinitely large spatial extent, as in the caseof
the conduction electronsin a bar of metal. Since all the particles
play the samerole, it becomesnecessaryto identify the state of a
macroscopicallyextended system with a single actual occasion,
contrary to Whitehead's conception of the actual occasionas a
microscopicentity.
(vi) In contemporary physics the only laws which involve a
definite direction of time are macroscopic, the outstanding
one being the thermodynamic law of entropy increase.No microphysical law has yet been discoveredwhich is not invariant under
reversal of the direction of time. If this peculiarity remains a
permanent feature of physics, it would constitute evidencedetrimental to Whitehead's scheme,in which the asymmetry of past
and future is essential.The only defence of a Whiteheadian
physics would then be the desperateone that the asymmetry of
past and future is one of the featuresof concretereality neglected
by physics.However, since the discoveryof parity non-conservation by Yang and Lee et al., the confidenceof physicistsin some
of the physical symmetry principles has been shaken,and many
suspect that a violation of time-reversal invariance will also be
detected.l
(viii) The Whiteheadian expectationthat the physical properties of an elementary particle are slightly modified when the
particle enters a structural society is counter to the reductionist
spirit of physics, chemistry, and biophysics.Many of the predictions of thesesciencesrest upon the assumptionthat such properties of elementaryparticlesas charge,mass,and magneticmoment
are unchangedby the incorporation of the particles into highly
structured macroscopicobjects. Of course, the same predictions
would b'emade if the changesdue to incorporation are extremely
small. Since Whitehead gives no indication of the amount of
modification to be expectedthere can be no crucial experiment.
(viii) The 'aging' of elementary particles implied by Whitehead'sphilosophy is contrary to current physical theory and is not
confirmed by experiment. The intrinsic properties of newly
1 Cf. P. Morrison, American
Jounnl of Physics,vol. a6 (1958), p. 358.
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created elementary particles seem to be no different, at least
statistically, from those of particles which have endured a long
while. Particularly significant is the decayrate in a population of
unstableparticles.The number of neutrons,for example,decaying
per unit time is proportional to the number of neutrons in the
population (with allowance,of course,for statisticalfluctuations),
and is independentof the 'age' of the population. It is reasonable
to infer that the probability that a given neutron will decayduring
an interval of time is independentof the age of the neutron, thus
suggesting that no physically significant changes occur in the
neutron due to aging. Again, however, Whitehead's statements
permit no quantitative estimateof the changeto be anticipatedin
the decayrate, and therefore no crucial experiment is possible.

IV. PROPOSALS FO R RECO NSTRUCTI O N

The discrepanciesnoted in Sect. III between Whiteheadian
physicsand current microphysicsconstitutestrong disconfirmation
of Whitehead's philosophy as a whole. The possibility remains,
however,of constructing a philosophicalsystem,Whiteheadianin
its generalconceptionsthough not in details, and accordingwith
the fundamentaldiscoveriesof science.A few tentative suggestions
will be given here concerningthe initiation of such a large philosoptdcal undertaking.
A useful first step is to distinguish both in the philosophy of
organismand in quantum theory thoseelementswhich are radical
by the standardsof classicalphysics from those which are conservative.Most radical in Whitehead'sphilosophy are the attribution of proto-mental properties to entities normally consideredto
be physical,and the postulation of prehensionas the fundamental
relation between oBcasions.The assumption of the complete
definiteness of the occasion in its final stage is conservative,
although the correlative assumptionof indefinitenessin the early
is not. Also conservativeis his reductionist
stagesof concrescence
assumptionthat the characteristicsof a nexus are entirely determined by the characteristicsof its constituentoccasions.Quantum
theory is conservativein supposingthat certain quantitiesinitially
introduced in the study of macroscopicphysicalobjects-especially
spatio-temporalposition, €[€rg/r momentum,angularmomentum'
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charge, and magnetic moment-can be used meaningfully in
characterizingmicroscopicentities. On the other hand, the superposition principle is radical, for it has the consequencethat a
physical quantity can have an indefinite value in a maximally
specificstateof a microscopicsystemand hasa sharp value only in
exceptional states (the 'eigenstates'of that quantity). Quantum
theory is also radical in its treatment of the relation between the
state of a several-particlesystem and the statesof its constituent
particles.
The foregoing juxtaposition suggestsa programme of reconstruction: to graft the radical elementsof quantum theory onto the
radical elemmts of the philosoplry of organisrn, by assumingthat
ehmentary mtities haoeproto-mmtal characteristicswhile treating
the statesof theseentitiesin accordancewith the combinatoryprinciples
of Euantumtheory.The synthesiscontemplatedhere doesnot seem
forced from a Whiteheadian point of view. Whitehead often
engagesin a dialectical analysis which is reminiscent of the
quantum mechanicaltreatment of complementaryquantities,l but
he never achieveswhat is most remarkablein quantum theory*a
set of systematicrules for predicting statistically what will appear
when a shift is madefrom one descriptionto a complementaryone.
A modification of Whitehead'sphilosophy in accordancewith the
combinatory principles of quaptum theory would perhaps make
explicit and precise certain tendenciesthat are implicit and haphazard,in his work.
Such a modification of Whitehead'ssystemwould surely change
the conception of an actual occasion.For example, it would be
impossibleto maintain that an actual occasion,in its final phase,is
definite with respectto everyfamily of attributes (PR 38, Category
of Explanation xxv). Instead, in accordancewith the uncertainty
principle, the specificity of any attribute is alwaysattained at the
price ofindefinitenessofother attributes. In particular, an occasion
may have a quite sharp location in time and an arbitrarily short
duration, provided that properties complementaryto duration are
r This is most striking in Whitehead's theology: 'It is as true to say that God
is permanent and the World fluent, as that the World is permanent and God is
fluent. . . .'(PR 528). Whitehead explains that'In each antithesis there is a shift
of meaning which converts the opposition into a contrast' (ibid.). Dialectical
analysis is also exhibited in the more mundane parts of his philosophy, for
example in his statements that an actual occasion is prehended in its concreteness
and yet witfr loss of immediacy.
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sufficiently indefinite.l It is also possiblethat the actual occasions
may lose their status of being (along with God) the only ultimate
real entities, and they may appearinstead only as specialcasesof
ultimate reality. Elementary particle theory and quantum electrodynamics may provide a hint as to the more general form of
ultimate reality: i.e., it might be somekind of 'field' of diffused
primitive feeling, of which the actual occasions are 'quanta'
existing wheneverthere are individual loci of feeling. The hypothesis of diffused feelings is no more of an extrapolation from
psychologicaldatathan is Whitehead'sattribution of proto-mental
characteristicsto elementary particles, and indeed our everyday
experienceof sensitivity pervading the whole human body may
possibly be construedas confirmation of the hypothesis.
The physical evidenceconcerningcompositesystems,discussed
in (v) of Sect. III, suggestsa quantum-theoreticalrefinement of
Whitehead's treatment of the relation betweenthe nexus and its
constituent occasions.Whitehead conceivesof the nexus in a
reductionist manner, as the totality of its constituent occasions,
and he supposesthe internal relations exhibited in a nexus to be
completely explicablein terms of the prehensionsof earlier occasions of the nexus by eachnew occasion.Quantum theory, on the
other hand, treats a compositesystemin a subtle manner,which at
first seemsparadoxical:it allows the state of the compositesystem
to be described,in a certain sense,in terms of its components,and
yBt it permits the compositesystemto be in a definite state even
when its componentsare not. This treatment, of course,is intimately bound up with the superposition principle. Thus, in the
example cited in the previous Section, the composite system
I plus II is in the state representedby

v:iT,(r)a/,(rr))+ ftG,ru8./drr)),
which is clearly ddscribablein terms of the states {, and {, of
component I and /, and.r!, of componentII; yet, becauseof the
character of the superposition, neither I nor II is in a definite
state. If this quantum theoretical treatment of the whole-part
relationship is introduced into the philosophy of organism, it
r- r According to the Heisenberg relation AEA,Ih, the properry complementary to duration is energy. But if Whitehead's thesis is maintained that
physical energy is an abstraction from emotional and purposive energy (AI 239),
then Heisenberg's relation may require supplementation.
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opensa number of possiblelines of exploration. For example,the
'field of feeling', the existenceof which was hypothesizedin the
preceding paragraph,might be characterizedholistically as being
in a definite state.This statecould alwaysbe describedas a superposition of field states,in each of which there is a definite set of
actual occasions,just as in quantum electrodynamicsthe state of
the entire electromagneticfield can be describedasa superposition
of field statesin each of which there is a definite set of photons.
Moreover, specialstatesof the 'field of feeling' can exist in which
the superpositionis in part reduced,sothat definite actualoccasions
exist. Consequently,the existenceof many independent loci of
feeling, which is an essentialaspectof the experiencedplurality of
the world, is permitted-though not required-in this modifiec
Whiteheadian scheme.A nexus of the type describedby Whitehead is also permitted but is a rather specialcase:it occurs when
there is a network of occasionssharing somecommon characteristic, each in a definite single-quantum state. What the modifiec
schemepermits which Whitehead's doesnot is the existenceof a
composite system more complex than a nexus: an 'n-quznta
system' in which eachof the z occasionsis so correlatedwith the
others, oia the superpositionprinciple, that none is in a definite
single-quantumstate.
An evident advantageof the quantum-theoreticalmodification of
the philosophy of organism is that it removessomeof the discrepancieswith modern physics noted in Sect. III-a virtue which is
not surprising, since the modification was inspired by these discrepancies.A further advantage is a possible improvement in
treating the question of 'simple location'. Whitehead'srejection of
simple location in SMW is a dramatic criticism of classical
physics, but his sketch of an alternative in PR is somewhat disappointing. His alternative is essentiallyto postulate the relation
of prehension,whereby an actual occasionis felt in completedetail
in the initial phaseof eachlater occasion.Even if the ambiguities
inherent in the conception of prehension can be dispelled, the
relation of prehensioncan at best provide a kind of multiple location in time, i.e. the occasionas 'subject' and the sameoccasionas
'ingredient' in later subjects.By contrast,the quantum-theoretical
modification exhibits a breakdown in simple location in spacein
two respects: first, the quantum state of an individual occasion
may be such that its position is indefinite; and, secondly,a comI
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posite system can have spatially separatedcomponentswhich are
not in definite states,but which are so correlatedwith eachother
that the compositesystemis in a definite state.Finally, there is an
advantagewhich was briefly mentionedearlier but which deserves
amplification: the possibility that the modification of Whitehead's
philosophy will greatly improve the accountof high-order mental
phenomena-which, after all, are the only mental phenomenawe
know about without resorting to radical hypothesesand extrapolations. BecauseWhitehead conceivesactual occasionsto be microscopicin size,and becausethe human personalityat any moment
has a unity which entitles it to the statusof an actual occasion,he
is led to the strangedoctrine of a microscopiclocus of high-order
experiencewandering through the society of occasionsthat composethe brain:
Thus in an animal body the presiding occasion,if there be one, is
the final node, or intersection,of a complex structure of many
enduring objects.. . . There is also an enduring object formed by
the inheritance from presiding occasion to presiding occasion.
This endurance of the mind is only one more example of the
generalprinciple on which the body is constructed.This route of
presiding occasionsprobably wanders from part to part of the
brain, dissociatedfrom the physicalmaterial atoms. (PR fi6-7)
The questionof the location of mentality is extremelycomplicated,
but introspection seemsto indicate that it is diffused throughout
the body, and neuro-physiology has not yielded evidence of
extreme localization. Various of the concepts of the modified
Whiteheadian scheme seem relevant in describing high-order
mentality : the conceptof an indefinitely locatedactualoccasion,the
concept of a field of feeling which is generallydiffused but occasionallyquantized,and the conceptof quantum correlationsamong
the componentsof c composite system. Which one of these, or
which combination of them, will be most fruitful is a matter of
speculation, but all of them seem preferable to Whitehead's
microscopiclocalization of high-order mentality.l
This list of advantagesmust be weighed against some strong
reservations.The first concernsa particular proposal made above
r Some speculations on the application of quantum theoretical
concepts to
mentality are given in D. Bohm, Quantum Theorjt, pp. ft8-gz.
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rather than the general Programme of a quantum-theoretical
modification of the philosophy of organism.The proposalwas to
considerthe entire 'field of feeling' as being in a definite state and
to consider actual occasionsas quanta of this field. One may
wonder, in view of the notorious difficulties of quantum field
theories, whether they are suitable models for a metaphysical
schemedescribing all of reality' and one may wonder whether a
single field sufficesfor this purpose. Setting aside these doubts,
however, one may still be sceptical about the adequacy of this
proposalto accountfor the experiencedplurality of the world. It
was noted that the existenceof a definite stateof the entire field is
permissive of individual loci of feeling, but is permissiveness
iufficient? Is it a mere contingency' characteristicperhapsof our
cosmic epoch, that there are definite actual occasions,or are
there deep-lying reasonswhy this should always be so? Merely
raising thesequestionsexhibits the vaguenessof the proposaland
its need for supplementation.
A second reservationarisesfrom the apparent absenceof any
clear psychologicalmanifestationsof the superpositionprinciple,
which one would expectif the combinatory principles of qua.ntum

superpositionprinciple, as it ls exhibitedin physics,are missing.l
This reservation,however,is not decisive,for one can optimistically reply that the absenceof confirming evidenceis not equivalent
to the presenceof disconfirming evidence' It is possiblethat the
psychologicalmanifestationsof the superpositionprinciple are too
delicateto be detectedby the introspective,behaviouristic,and
physiologicaltechniquesin current use.zIt is also possiblethat
these techniques are sufficient, but that no one has yet been
sufficiently serious about using the superposition principle in
psychologyto design a good experiment.
1 This point is discussed in A. Shimony, Ameican Joutnal of Phyics, vol. 3r
('g6l ), p. 25s.
i btk"tikornacker
pointed out in a private communication that the interference effects characteristic of superpositions are no more to be expected in
gross emotional and perceptual phenomena than in macroscopic physical
phenomena.
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A, having sharp and distinct values in the statesrepresentedby
2,, is measuredwhen the stateis representedby Zc;i;. As a resuli
of the measurementthere is a non-deterministic transition from
the initial state to a final state representedby a definite one of the
z;. Although many textbooks and popular accountssay that the
transition occurs when a microscopic system interacts with the

that the reduction of the superpositiondoes not take place until
the result of the measurementis registeredin the consciousness
of
an observer.This desperateconclusionis unsatisfactoryfor several
reasons.l It suffices to say here that if observation is a natural
process, it is difficult to understand why a non-deterministic
transition should occur when an observationis made, while all
other natural processesare deterministic. one possiblesolution to
the problem of the reduction of superpositionJis to supposethat
the,evolution of the quantum state is to some extent slochastic

tion of Whitehead's*philosophy, for the modification depends
primarily ppon extending the application of the sup"rpoiition
principle. The proposalof a chanceelementin the evolution of the
state does not disrupt the programme envisagedhere, for in fact
this proposal is closer to Whitehead's version of indeterminism
than is the indeterminism of current quantum theory. One could
r E. Wigner, article in The ScientistSpeculates,
ed, I. J. Good (London r96a);
also the paper by A. Shimony cited on the previous page.
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even speculatethat Whitehead'saccountof the concrescence
of an
actual occasionprovides some insight into the way in which the
reduction ofthe superpositionoccurs.Such speculations,however,
are rather empty until stochasticgeneralizationsof the Schrddinger
equationare proposedand their physicalconsequences
arestudied.
A methodologicalremark is appropriate in conclusion. It has
been tacitly assumedthroughout this paper that the hypotheticodeductive method is an appropriate instrument in philosophical
inquiry. This assumptionisin the spiritof Whitehead'sphilosophy,
for he deliberatelyformulated a categorealschemewhich could be
confirmed or disconfirmed only by examining its remote consequences(PR 7-8). Regrettably, the difficulties of employing the
hypothetico-deductivemethod in philosophy are illustrated only
too clearly in this paper. The conclusionswhich can be drawn
from philosophical first principles are generally qualitative, and
therefore their confrontation with experience lacks sharpness.
When they are confirmed, it is grossrather than fine confirmation,
and when they are disconfirmed there is often a plausible way of
saving the appearances.The moral, however, is not that the
hypothetico-deductive
methodshould be abandoned.Rather,it is
to seekrefinementsof philosophicalfirst principles and liaisonsof
theseprinciples with scientifichypotheses,in such a way that sharp
predictions and fine confirmationsmay result.l
r I am deeply indebted to Dr Howard Stein for his criticism of an early draft
of this paper and, more important, for,stimulating and suggestive conversations
over many years concerning the topics 'which it treats. I am grateful for a
careful reading of the manuscript by Prof. J. M. Burgers.
Added in proof : An experimbnt by J. W. Christenson et a/., described in
Phyical Reoiew Letters, vol. 13 (rS6+), p. r38 (and reported in Thc New York
Times, Aug. S, 1964), indicates a violation of 'time-reversal invariance' (see
p,253 above).

